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This advanced studio re-focuses design as a means for system 
change and cultural progress. It explores how individual designers 
can balance the tension between their idiosyncratic creations and 
the larger audiences that receive their designs. The course asks 
students to re-examine the role of the designer and to question 
and propose new modes of practice—as maker, entrepreneur, 
curator, activist, collaborator and public performer—across 
disciplines and in the spaces between art and design. It challenges 
designers to go beyond the creation of ‘closed-loop’ design 
objects and solutions to find new frameworks for dialogue. The 
design and writing assignments address a variety of criteria and 
environments. The final work is an independent research project.

The Fine Arts conference 

room, Addams 111, is 

reserved for meetings, 

discussion, presentations, 

Thursdays from 9-12 

Brief Bibliography:

Graphic Design Now in 

Production

Blauvelt, Lupton

Thinking with Type, 2nd 

Ellen Lupton

Detail in Typography

Jost Hochuli 

Designing Programmes

Karl Gerstner

Type and Typography 

Phil Baines, Andrew Haslam

Graphic Design History: 

A Critical Guide, Johanna 

Drucker

Typography: A Manual of 

Design, Emil Ruder

Letterscapes, Anna  

Saccani

Project 1 resources at: 

criticaltype.tumblr.com

The course focuses on graphic design as cultural practice 

and typography as material. It positions design as  

a state-of-mind and a form of inquiry, emphasizing: 

• design as speculation/proposition; raising questions; 

 opening a dialogue, posing solutions

• exploration of the designer’s personal approach to   

 designing; their creative interests, strategies, methods,  

 and techniques

• how design influences meaning and shapes culture 

• style, aesthetics, and contemporary issues in art/design

• issues in design culture, practice, theory, and history

• details, craft, and nuance

• experimentation and redefinition of boundaries

• exploration of traditional and non-traditional  

technologies, materials, and media/venues for design

 This course should prepare you to:

• think knowledgeably and creatively about typography and  

 graphic design

• analyze problems thoroughly and from multiple  

 perspectives

• speak critically and knowledgeably about typography,  

 graphic design, and visual culture

• complete a design thesis/research project

 Course requirements: 

• attend all classes on time and prepared to work

• complete assignments fully and on time 

• submit work to Course Folder/blog on assigned days

• participate in critiques, discussions, etc.

• contribute regularly to the class blog

• keep records/archive of sketches and finished work

• turn in copies of final projects on the last day of class 

• document and publish projects on web/class blog

The course requires that you spend approximately 8 hours 

per week working on projects in addition to class time. 

The class will serve as a laboratory for rigorous, directed and 

independent investigation. Class time will be used for project 

work, short presentations, discussion, and critiques. 

GRADING

40% of your grade is based on attendance and participation 

in class; 60% is based on work produced. The four projects 

are weighted equally and will be evaluated based on how 

effectively your design process and final design are completed. 

The SAS grading system is as follows: A+/A= 4.0, A- = 3.7, B+ = 

3.3, B = 3.0, B- = 2.7, C+ = 2.3, C = 2.0, C- = 1.7, D+ = 1.3, D = 1.0, F 

= 0.0. See the SAS web site for more information. 

Mid-semester meetings scheduled to discuss progress.

STUDENT PROPERTY / ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

See: PennDesign Student Handbook

GRADUATE STUDENT REQUIREMENT

Graduate students will be required to participate in a 

separate mid-point review of their independent project with 

a faculty and/or peer and must complete the work based 

on feedback from that review.

LATENESS AND ABSENCE POLICY

In addition to grading for work completed, students will be 

assessed on the basis of attendance, preparedness, and 

participation in class. Work produced and attendance in 

class are the most important elements of your grade. 

Three late/absences equals a grade drop. You can make up 

a missed class—see me.

Office Hours: by appointment 

David Comberg: comberg@design.upenn.edu
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PROJECTS

1  Critical Typography  Aug 29–Sept 26

(issues research/proposal, typographic development, media/location/audience definition, preliminary and revised 

designs, materials research, present for feedback, Installation/public intervention, documentation) 

Critical design comments on aspects of contemporary culture. In this project you are assigned to use any 

published text from any source, and to express with typography in a public environment on a subject of your 

choice. Your typographic design—its content/form, style, scale, medium, location, etc.—should provoke and arrest, 

making those that come in contact with it to re-think and question fundamental assumptions.  

(intro to vinyl cutter/Risograph in printmaking shop). 

Readings: Design Noir, Critical Design and Critical Design FAQ, Dunne & Raby; What is a Designer?, and Is Designer an 

Artist?, Norman Potter; Who’s Responsible?, Michael Rock;  Practice From Everyday Life, Goggin; The New Aesthetic 

and its Politics, James Bridle

2  All Doors and Windows Must be Opened Wide: Branding the Contemporary Fringe   Sept 26–Oct 24   

(research, type/photography/video/installation, web/public intervention)

The fringe or avant-garde refers to people or works that are experimental or innovative, particularly with respect 

to art, culture, and politics. This force represents a pushing of the boundaries of what is familiar, accepted as 

the norm, or the status quo. How can you use graphic design—words, images, materials and media—to express 

contemporaneity and the ideas that represent this edge? What forms and methods of distribution (social media, 

print, installation, etc.) can you exploit to realize your intentions?

Readings: Themes of Contemporary Art: What, Why, and How, Robertson; When Form Has Become Attitude and 

Beyond, Thierry de Duve; Avant-Garde, Wikipedia; The New Aesthetic, James Bridle; The Face of Garbo, Roland 

Barthes; Artists/Designers: Johanna Drucker, Jan van Toorn, Kenny Goldsmith, etc.

3  Experimental Writing, Design, Publishing  Oct 27–Dec 8/15

This project is a collaborative effort to write, design and publish ‘potential literature’ as a book, blog, or other 

form. Working with Penn Creative Writing faculty Michelle Taransky, the project should unmask and interpret 

observations of urban space and situations. Students will be responsible to collectively frame the project, write 

and edit short texts, and design/publish the resulting visual/textual material within a modest budget.

Readings: Writing 101, Lupton; Into the Maze: OULIPO, Mónica de la Torre; Reading and Writing, Lupton; essays by 

Oulipians Raymond Queneau, Georges Perec, etc.

4  Independent Research Project   Oct 26–Dec 8/15   (proposals due Oct 12; final project presentations Dec 15) 

Propose a topic, research and build a body of work, develop a process through which that work is accomplished. 

Communicate what is interesting about the work by embedding your point of view/argument within the work. 

Document design process and project evolution and publish final design as an visual narrative about the project 

experience (approx. 3-500 words, and a 10-minute talk).

Readings: What is the Fine Arts Thesis?, Values, Comberg; TBD

Discussion leaders for each project/reading: 

20–30m engaging presentation/to raise questions/make connections/lead group in discussion

1  Aug 31 (Critical Design)

2   Sept 26 (Branding the Contemporary)

3  Oct 26 (Write, Design, Publish)

4  Nov 21 (Research +)

Blog 

advdesign2017.wordpress.com

Design Philadelphia 2017, 

Oct 4–14

Students should complete 

the PennDesign FabLab 

Safety Course and vinyl cut-

ter/Risograph print intro in 

Morgan.

NY Trip (Fri Nov 3/TBD) 

Visit to MoMA Design office  

and Parsons/New School 

Transdisciplinary Design 

program 

#criticaltypography

criticaltype.tumblr.com

Final crit: Friday,   

December 15, 9-11

Code of Academic Integrity 

www.upenn.edu/academicin-

tegrity

Design Noir, Critical Design and Critical Design FAQ, Dunne & Raby; What is a Designer?, 

and Is Designer an Artist?, Norman Potter; Who’s Responsible?, Michael Rock;  Practice 

From Everyday Life, Goggin


